The table below offers suggested links between NEASC webinars and the **ACE Learning Principle(s)** they best represent. There are also suggested links to the IB Programme Standards and Practices (PSPs) and CIS Domains.

Browse through this library to support your understanding of the ACE Learning Principles while making connections to the organizations NEASC partners with for the betterment of education.

*View the complete webinar playlist on YouTube*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Webinar Title (linked to recording)</th>
<th>Learning Principle(s)</th>
<th>IB PSP and CIS Domains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Designing Spaces to Impact Learning** | LP 9: Learning Space and Time | IB PSP: Environment, Learning  
CIS Domain:  
G Premises, facilities, technology systems, and auxiliary services |
| **Getting Your Bilingual Program Right** | LP 7: Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, and Belonging  
LP 4: Learning Perspectives | IB PSP: Culture, Learning  
CIS Domains:  
A Purpose and Direction  
C The Curriculum  
D Teaching and Assessing for Learning |
| **When learners design their own story** | LP 5: Learner Engagement and Autonomy  
LP 9: Learning Space and Time | IB PSP: Learning  
CIS Domains:  
C The Curriculum  
D Teaching and Assessing for Learning |
| **Developing a Shared Understanding of High-Quality Learning** | LP 6: Research, Reflection, and Action  
LP 9: Learning Space and Time | IB PSP: Culture  
CIS Domain:  
A Purpose and Direction |
| **The Internal Learning Environment** | LP 2 Dimensions of Learning  
LP 5: Learner Engagement and Autonomy | IB PSP: Environment, Learning  
CIS Domains:  
D Teaching and Assessing for Learning  
E Well-being |
| **Language Equity: Redefining our Language Learning Practices to Empower Multilinguals** | LP 7: Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, and Belonging  
LP 4: Learning Perspectives | IB PSP: Culture, Learning  
CIS Domains:  
C The Curriculum  
D Teaching and Assessing for Learning |
|---|---|---|
| **Student-led professional development for teachers** | LP 6: Research, Reflection, and Action  
LP 5 Learner Engagement and Autonomy | IB PSP: Environment, Learning  
CIS Domains:  
D Teaching and Assessing for Learning  
F Staffing |
| **Student agency and inclusion in the accreditation process** | LP 5: Learner Engagement and Autonomy  
LP 7: Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, and Belonging | IB PSP: Environment, Learning  
CIS Domains:  
C The Curriculum  
D Teaching and Assessing for Learning |
| **Identity-Centered Learning through Individualized Learning Plans** | LP 7: Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, and Belonging  
LP 5: Learner Engagement and Autonomy | IB PSP: Culture, Learning  
CIS Domains:  
C The Curriculum  
D Teaching and Assessing for Learning  
E Well-being |